
Rugby World Cup
Opening Ceremony Live
The spectacle of the Rugby World Cup was kicked off with a spectacular Opening
Ceremony. Christopher Holder lends a (cauliflower) ear to the audio.

Rugby World Cup
Opening Ceremony Live

‘T
he game they play in heaven’. The Rugby
Union mantra has got a nice ring to it. But
with some of the huge hits and aggression
we’ve seen at the World Cup thus far I
wonder if the epithet should be toned down

to ‘the game they play in hospital,’… just an idea.
Predictably, eye-gouging, spinal damage and serious

concussion were all aspects of the game given short shrift
in the gala spectacle of the Opening Ceremony. Instead,
we had ‘Earth, Fire and Water’ – a visually gorgeous
tribute to our ‘wide brown land’. The sound for the event
was also universally lauded. I caught up with the event’s
Audio Director, Scott Willsallen, to hear how he pulled off
the sound for the Opening Ceremony spectacular.

Every EAW 860 in the Country?
Christopher Holder: Can you tell me about the PA you
spec’ed for the Opening Ceremony?
Scott Willsallen: We put in a Norwest-supplied EAW
KF860/861-based line array system that was a complete
overlay of the existing Bose house system – the entire
house system was turned off and our system replaced it.
CH: What was wrong with the Bose system?
SW: Nothing. The Bose system installed at the Stadium is
a mono system optimised for speech, and it does that job
very well, but the Opening Ceremony was a full-blown

concert-style production and needed a PA that was set
up and optimised to give the audience that stereo

concert experience.
CH: You had four arrays for each side of

the main East and West stands?
SW: That’s right. The centre arrays

comprised six boxes,

with the outside arrays comprising five. We ran the
system in stereo, so across the length of the stand we had
a right-left, right-left configuration.
CH: The speakers in each of the clusters seemed
widely splayed. They must have been almost at their
limit, were they?
SW: They were indeed. They were at the maximum 25°
spacing between boxes. That was a function of trying to
cover 120-odd degrees of the vertical pattern with a
minimum quantity of cabinets. The horn pattern of an
860 is 30° in the vertical plane (to the 6dB down points) so
we got away with it, albeit with some serious optimisation.
CH: And why didn’t you just put another box into each
array?
SW: There were no more to be had – we used virtually
every 860 in the country!
CH: With that sort of spacing between cabinets, the
highs don’t really stand a hope of coupling do they?
SW: True. Each cluster was a true line array, but not a ‘line
source’ array, in that the step distance between HF drivers
was too great for the highs to couple coherently. Thanks to
the longer wavelength of the lows, the LF drivers were
coupling beautifully, and after a bit of work the mid horns
were as well.
CH: Given the highs weren’t coupling and were
acting like more conventional horns you
must have pointed them fairly carefully?
SW: We did. The areas between the
cabinets were ‘pointing’ at a
signboard or vacant space.
Thinking of it the other way,
the high frequencies from
each box were each
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addressing a different tier of the stand. It worked out
quite well given that a 27-odd degree vertical dispersion
was required per level – the required dispersion matched
almost precisely the pattern of the EAW cabinet.
CH: The two end zone seating areas aren’t structurally
covered and consequently don’t have any hang points:
how did you address those areas?
SW: To cover the end zones we hung EAW KF750/755
arrays at the far end of both the east and west stands –
pointing them at those seating areas. So the audience in
the end zones were getting a really, really wide stereo
image – not inappropriately wide, but very wide.
CH: So each end zone was entirely covered by just two
KF750 clusters?
SW: No, we supplemented the flown system with four
ground-stacked 860s – two stacks of two. Those were
positioned quite wide and were pointed towards the
centre of the front row of the end zone. The defined hori-
zontal dispersion of the 860s meant people seated closest
to the ground stacks (and out of the target horn patter)
weren’t getting their heads ripped off. It took a lot of
experimentation but the front rows got even coverage. In
fact, the whole of the end zones were very well serviced,
given the lack of fly points.
CH: Moving onto the subs, I noticed that the end zones
had a stack of four subs sitting on the ground, front
and centre.
SW: That’s right, four EAW SB1000, double 18 subs.
Actually, we preferred not to call them subs for this event,
but the LFE (Low Frequency Effects) channel.
CH: Why’s that?
SW: Because, whether they were the ground stacked subs
or the flown subs in the stands, they weren’t providing
bass extension as such, they were actually reproducing a
separate LFE channel – that’s how the music was
mixed.The full-range clusters happily go down to 50Hz and
there wasn’t much in the program material below that
point, but there was a separate LF effects channel that was
produced in the studio that we sent discretely to the six
LFE channels in the stadium (two stacks in the end zones
and two clusters each in the stands – 24 boxes in all).

Life on MARS
CH: As you’ve just alluded to, most of the Opening
Ceremony program was pre-recorded. What was the
background to that?
SW: As people will have heard on their TV, the ceremony
was a big, lush and complex audio mix. That wouldn’t
have been possible if it was all performed live. Of course
we tried our best to give the illusion of a live perform-
ance, but for an event like this, which is heavily visual,
people want a hi-fi audio mix.
CH: Which was also the reason for setting up a stereo PA?
SW: Sure. The drummers, the orchestra, the band
George, all deserved the width of a stereo mix to give
their music space to stretch its legs. Christo Curtis was
the engineer responsible for recording much of the music
and he did a terrific job.
CH: What did Christo provide you with exactly?
SW: He provided us with a 24-track ‘stem’ mix – stereo

submixes of the various orchestral sections, vocals etc. A lot
of work had obviously gone into the mix. For example, just
the opening drumming segment originally had 96 channels
of recorded audio and the resulting stems sounded amazing.
Christo also had to be mindful of the fact that his mix would
be reproduced in a highly reverberant environment and, as a
result, he had to reduce the dynamic range of the recording
somewhat just so those delicate pizzicato strings, for
example, weren’t lost in the ‘wash’ of the stadium.

CH: And where were the recordings cued up from?
SW: From MARS – or the Multi-channel Audio Replay
System – which was stationed in a temporary studio
under the stand. Trevor Beck looked after MARS. He
received the 24-track mix as broadcast wave files, which
he imported into ProTools to make his minor adjustments
and then exported the individual tracks into a Mackie
HDR 24/96 recorder.

For this gig everyone was relying on timecode – the
projectionists, lighting, the show caller, the cast…
everyone – so Trevor lined up all the tracks such that
every segment occupied the start of a new SMPTE hour.
(It couldn’t be one long ‘song’ because there were
obviously breaks for applause and you couldn’t predict
how long those gaps were going to be.) So at the end of,
say, segment No.3 (which was during the timecode hour
of three) Trevor stopped, skipped forward to the next
hour and then on the show caller’s cue, rolled the tracks.
CH: So the Mackie HDR was calling the shots?
SW: Effectively, yeah. When Trevor pressed ‘play’ on the
Mackie, it produced a timecode output that was received
by timecode readers all around the stadium, for stage
management, the show caller etc, and they made all of
their calls off that.
CH: How did the Mackie outputs make it to front of
house for mixing?
SW: By way of a good ol’ 24-way multicore into the back
of the Digico D5.
CH: Given the quality of the supplied mix, did George
Gorga, the front of house engineer, have much work to
do or was it simply a case of cueing up scene changes
on the console?

Audio Director, Scott Willsallen
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SW: The internal balance of the program material was excellent
but George was able to push up, for example, the brass stem a little
if that was the focus, or a little more strings – whatever was leading
the orchestra at the time. But the stereo mix that was provided was
a great base from which to work.
CH: You were given a stereo mix as well as the stems?
SW: That’s right. The starting point was to push up the stereo mix.
Meanwhile, all the tracks were lined up so they were perfectly phase
coherent (to the exact sample) so when George pushed up the Brass
stereo stem, for example, it simply fortified that component of the
stereo mix. You could call it a ‘stereo plus additive’ style of mixing.

Monitors
CH: The Digico D5 is turning into the ‘console du jour’ at the
moment. You had one taking care of the FOH mix and one for
the broadcast mix. Why did you spec the D5s in this particular
case?
SW: In the case of FOH, it was mainly because I didn’t want a
separate monitor board – given the number of buses on the D5 it
could handle both. At the top of each segment, George Gorga
simply recalled a snapshot that had all of the appropriate routing
set up and then he mixed from there.

Also, the D5 sounds good, it’s fully recallable, and what was par-
ticularly good for the Opening Ceremony was how it fitted into our
policy of everything having redundancy. In this case, the D5 in the
broadcast hut could take care of the FOH mix, while the output
from the D5 at FOH could be used as the broadcast mix if
necessary. We had the two consoles linked to provide us with an
added failsafe.
CH: With the number of performers and participants, and the
fact that I couldn’t see much in the way of on-field wedges, you
must have had a serious complement of in-ear monitors?
SW: Yeah, there were quite a few IEMs. Given that everything was
largely pre-recorded, the in-ear mixes weren’t particularly elaborate
but the sheer scale of the event meant we needed a lot of units.
We used Shure PSM600 and 700 systems.

For example, the band George had a single PSM700 transmitter
and five receivers – just one mix for them. There was also a set of
‘ears’ for John Eales, and the opera singers – they were each on
their own PSM send.
CH: Okay, they were the featured performers, but how did the
school kids get Rocky the giant try-scoring rugby player across
the line without some sort of monitoring to guide their
movement?
SW: We actually used three FM frequencies in the commercial FM
band. The idea was that the school kids, the orchestra – in fact,
every member of the cast and crew – had a little tuner and an
earpiece so they could hear where they were up to.

As you mentioned, there were no loudspeaker monitors on the
field except for the three in the stage. That was it, there were no
other loudspeaker monitors, everything was done via IEMs or off
those FM receivers – probably about 2,000 in all.
CH: And were there significant advantages in having a quiet
field, even though no one was actually miked up?
SW: Yeah, absolutely. Everything the audience heard was coming
from front of house and that was it. There were no late arrivals and
there was no direct energy coming from the field of play smearing
the image from front of house. That was a very important thing from
my point of view.
CH: I also gather that one of the International Rugby Union
VIPs was given an interesting podium monitoring setup for his
speech?
SW: That’s right. Anyone who remembers William Dean’s slurred
speech at the Olympics will know how things can come unstuck
when someone is trying to deliver a speech with a 150 or so mil-
lisecond delay coming back at them. The other VIP speakers,
including the PM, were happy with floor monitors but the third
gentlemen used a hearing aid, and it wasn’t going to be ideal. So
what we decided to do was run a hearing loop so he could turn his
hearing aid to the ‘T’ position and monitor through that – effective-
ly he was using his hearing aid like a set of in-ear monitors. The
loop was the same thing that you’d find in a museum or a cinema,

Welcome to MARS or the Multi-channel Audio Replay System. The
program material for the opening ceremony existed as a 24-channel
stem mix on the Mackie HDR 24/96. The other HDR provided a
backup if required. In fact, there were two further SDR 24/96
machines at FOH for extra redundancy, as well as the mix residing
on a Digico Digitracs system! The Digi 002 provided various
continuous audio loops, that could be cued up if there was any sort
of delay in proceedings.

The end of stand speaker position showing the KF860/861 array
and the cluster of KF750/751s used to address the end zone.



only the physical loop was much smaller – a 0.75mm wire that ran
around the perimeter of the podium. Phil Scheul at Audio Telex put
a lot of effort into optimising that and it worked really well.

Amplification & Networks
CH: Where did you put the amplifiers for the PA?
SW: They were on the gantry. It was an enormous effort – much
blood, much sweat, many tears – but we got them up there. And it
was the best spot for them. They were nearer the speakers so the
cable runs were as short as they could be.
CH: So how do you get the audio from FOH to the amps when
they were a good 100 metres in the air?

SW: Once the low, mid and high crossover splits left the Lake
Contour [speaker controllers] they went into a bunch of Digigram
EtherSound boxes. The EtherSounds modulate the audio to data and
deliver via CAT5 cable to the stadium’s main control room. From
there we were able to use the stadium’s existing CobraNet fibreoptic
network infrastructure to deliver the data to network media converters
situated adjacent to the amplifiers on the gantries. With a short run of
CAT5 between the media converters to the EtherSound ES8out – the
amplifiers received their input signal.
CH: You mentioned the Lake Contour. Can you tell me some
more about your thoughts on the new speaker controller?
SW: I specifically wanted the Contour because of its brickwall
filtering – the crossover filters offer 180dB per octave slopes.
CH: Why is that so important?
SW: With a cabinet like the EAW KF860 (or just about any other
line array cab) you can experience off-axis lobing because of their
coplanar design [driver symmetry in the box]. In simple terms, you
have different drivers reproducing the same frequencies and if you
can make them not do that, the lobing goes away. That’s what the
Contour achieves with its brickwall crossover filters. When we
walked the horizontal pattern with just a single cluster on, it was
incredibly tight.
CH: So the difference the Contour makes is absolutely audible.
SW: Well and truly. Yeah. It’s the best loudspeaker processor I’ve
ever seen or heard.

Redundancy Package
CH: You alluded earlier to the redundancy measures you took

Shure PSM600 and 700 systems took care of the in-ear monitoring.



for the event in
reference to the D5.
Can you go into some
more detail?
SW: Sure. It’s not that
we were nervous about
anything falling over but
if you allow for it, it will
never happen; and if you
don’t, it will… so we
allowed for it. The D5 at
FOH was able to com-
pletely replace the
broadcast console (and
vice versa) at the push of
a button. Each console
had its own input racks.
So the inputs were linked
in the analogue domain
while the two optical
networks never met –
the two networks were
totally autonomous. The
outputs to the PA system
were split via a Midas

XL88, which was the last point (and was actually the only single point) of
failure in the entire system. But we could always have unplugged it and
patched two cables together and it would have come back to life.

From a replay perspective, it was all coming off a Mackie HDR
and there were multiple levels of backup for that. If the main HDR
fell over and we had to switch to another, nothing would have
changed, all the sends still would have ended up coming out the
same holes, the faders would have lined up etc. In fact, if you made
a change to the tuning on the input strip for HDR1, channel one,
that would have tracked through to all other Input Ones on the
other HDRs or SDRs.

Of course, we had a UPS [Uninterrupted Power Supply] to guard
against loss of power. If we couldn’t get power to the PA, then we
could have switched to the house system at the click of a mouse –
we would have lost our stereo image and experienced a drop in
maximum SPL, but we would have had sound. It’s was a case of
being prepared. Thankfully all the precautions we put in place
weren’t required.

Audio Director/Designer: Scott Willsallen
FOH engineer: George Gorga
Broadcast Engineer: John Simpson
Norwest Project Manager: Ewan McDonald
Norwest Account Manager: Dave Rennie
MARS Operator: Trevor Beck
Engineering: Ian Baldwin
Jands D5 Consultant: Michael Waters
Wireless Engineer: Amy Beard
Speakers/Amps: Anthony Calvi & Garry Hall

Key Personnel
AT

Amps at altitude: the amps were a
combination of Crown VZ5002s, 3600s and
2400s, while the KF750s were powered by
Crest 8001s and C09s. They were positioned
at the top of the stand in the gantry to
minimise cable runs.




